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ABSTRACT
This paper attempts to provide the user of linear multipleregression
with a battery of diagnostic tools to deteniuine which, ifany, data points
have high leverage or influence on the estiiiationprocess and how these
possibly discrepant data points differ from the patterns set by the rrajori-ty
of the data. The point of view taken is that when diagnostics indicatethe
presence of ariomolous data, the choice is open as to whether these data are
infact unusual and helpful, or possibly harmful and thus in need of modifica-
tions or deletion.
The methodology developed depends on differences, derivatives, and
decompositions of basic regression statistics. There is also a discussion of
how these techniques can be used with robust and ridge estimators. Anexample
is given showing the use of diagnostic methods in the estimation ofa cross-
couriUysavings rate model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Goals
Economists andothermodel builders have responded willingly to major
opportunities that have appeared in the past two decades -arapidly growing
deirand for policyguidance and forecastsfrom government andbusiness,and
thepurely intellectual goal of advancing the state of knowledgethrough
model development. The fundamental enabling condition hasbeenthe ability
toproduce more intricate models at decreasing unit cost because of advances
in computer technology. A large econometricmodel twentyyears ago had
twentyequations:today a large model has a thousand equations. It is not
onlylarger mode's, but also larger data sets andmoresophisticated
functionalforms and estimatorsthat have burgeoned.
Thetransition from slider'ule and desk calculator to thelarge scale
digital computer has happened with startling speed. The benefitshave, in
our opinion, been notable and at times exciting we know agreat deal more
about the economy and can provide more intelligent guidanceas a direct
result of increased computational power. At the same time, thereare
hidden costs of current approaches to quantitative economicresearch via
computer which ought to be recognized.
One major cost is that, today, theresearcher isa great deal further
away from data than he was, perforce, in the heyday of the desk calculator.
If there are a great many equations to estimateor thousands of observations
for a few equations, there is a natural tendency touse the computer for what
it does well: process data. A tape arrives and aftera frustrating day or
two is accessible by a computer program (often a regressionpackage, plain or—2—.
fancy).Then estimationand hypothesis testing get underway until some
satisfactory conclusion is obtained.It is notmisguided nostalgia to
point out that it was more likely, with the more labor intensive technology
of the past, for the researcher to uncover peculiarities in the data.
Nordo we counsel a return to the golden past. What concerns
us is that theTsomethingtwhich has been lost in modern practice is
valuable andisnot recoverable from standard regression statistics.
Ourfirstmajor objective is to suggest procedures that exploit computer
brawnin newways thatwill permit us to get closer to the character
of the data and its relation to hypothesized and estimated models.
There is the relatedissueof reliability. Our ability to crunch
largequantitiesof numbers at low cost makes it feasible to iterate
many times witha givenbody of data untiltheestimated model meets
widely accepted performance criteria in terms of statistical measures
such as t statistics, Durhin-Watson statistics and multiple correlations,
along with theoretically approved coefficient signs and magnitudes.
The iterative process is not what the statistical theory employed was
originally all about, so that it behooves us to consider alternative
ways of assessing reliability, which is a second major objective of this
paper.
Another aspect of reliability is associated with questions of distance
from the data that were mentioned at the outset. Specifically, the
closer one is to the data, the more likely it is that oddities in the
data will he uncovered or failure of the model arid data to conform with
each other will be discernible, so that reliability can be increased
when theresearcher hasmoreintimatecontact with the data. At the same—3— .
time,this posses a dilejmia, since the researchermaythenbe excessively
prone to devise theories fromdata.This temptation, often referred to as
datamining, should be restrained. One sort of insuranceagainst data
miningis to be a strict Baysianarid thusbe guided by sensible rules for
combiningpriorandposteriorinformation. Alteniatively the model
should be tested -repeatedlyifpossible-onbodiesofdata unavailable
at the time. Being a strict Baysian is not alwayspractical nor is it
deemed to be universally desirable. As ageneral rule then, the most
practical safeguard lies with replication using previously unavailabledata.
1.2 Pegression Diagnostics arid Model Input Perturbations
This paper presents a different approach to the analysis of linear
regression. While we will sometimes use classical procedures, the
principal novelty is greater emphasis on new diagnostic techniques.
These procedures sometimes lack rigorous theoreticalsupport,
hut possess a decided advantage in that they will serve asyet unmet
needs of applied research. A significant aspect of our approach is
the development of a comprehensive set of diagnostics.
Animportantunderlying concept isthatof perturbingregressionmodel
inputsand examining the model output response. We view model inputsbroadly
to include data,parameters (tobe estimated), errormodelsand estimation
assumptions, functional forrand adata ordering in timeorspaceor
over other characteristics. Outputs include fitted values of the
dependentvariable, estimated parameter values, residuals and functions
of these (R2, standard errors, autocorrelations, etc.).
We plan todevelop various types of input perturbations thatwill reveal
wheremodeloutputs are unusually sensitive. Perturbations can take the.
formof differentiation or differencing, deletion (of data), or a
change in estimation or errormodelassumptions.
Thefirst approach to perturbation is "differentiation" (in a
broad sense) of output processeswith respect to input processes, in
orderto find a rate of change. This will provide a first order measure
ofhow output is influenced by input; differences would he substituted
for derivatives in discrete cases. If the rate of change is large, it
can be a sign of potential trouble. Generally, one would like to have
small input perturbations leadto small output deformations. We would
also use this idea to see how big a perturbation can be before everything
breaks down. Of course, a "good' model is generally responsive to anticipated
changes in input.
For example, one could 'differentiate" the model with respect to its
parameters to ascertain output sensitivity to small changes in the
parameters. (Wecould,for example, evaluate this parameter sensitivity
function at the estimated parameter values.) This might indicate some
ofthe more critical parameters inthe model that deserve further
analysis.
Asecond procedure is to perturb the input data by deleting or
altering one data point and observe changesin theoutputs. More generai]y
we can remove random groups of data points or, for time series, sequences
of data points. This is one way to search for parameter instability
over time. By deleting individual data points or collections of points
one can observe whether or not subsets of the data exert unusual influence
on the outputs. In particular,it ispossible to establish if a minority
of the data behave differently from the majority of the data. The concept—5—
S
ofdiscrepant behavior by a minority of the data is basic to the diagnostic
view elaborated in this paper.
Thethird approach will be to examine output sensitivity to changes
intheerrormodel.Instead of using least squares, estimators such as
leastabsolute residuals would be applied which impute less influence
to large residuals. A more promising alternative for diagnostic purposes
is the Huher type error model [1]. Varying a parameter in the Huhermodel
provides a. way to examine sensitivity to charges in the error assumptions.
This area is related to recent research in robust statistics[17].
Another aspect of changed error assumptions is specific to time
series. Practicing econometricians are well aware that parameter estimates
change when the sample period is altered. While this might only
reflect expected sampling fluctuations, the possibility exists that the
population parameters are truly variable and should be modeled as a random
process. It is also possible that the population parameters are stable
hut mispecification causes sample estimates to behave as if they were a
random process. In either case explicit estimation methods for random
parameters based on the Kaimnan filter might reveal parameter instability
of interest from a diagnostic point of view.
Thile classical statistical methods in most socialsciencecontexts treat
thesample as a given andthenderive tests about model adequacy, we take the
moreeclec-tric position that diagnostics might reveal weaknesses in the data,
the model or both. Several diagnostic procedures, for example, are designed to
reveal unusual rows oroutliers in the data matrixwhichby assumption
S hasno formaldistributionproperties. If a suspect data row has been
located, the investigator faces several choices. One common practice is—6—
.
tointroduce a di..mnny variable, especially when subsequent examination
reveals that an "unusual" situation could have generated that data row.
Alternatively themodel maybe respecified in amore complex way. Of
coursethe suspicious row might simply be deleted or modified if found
to be in error •Insurrnary, the diagnostic approach leaves open the
question of whether the model, the data or both should be modified.
In some instances described later on, one might discover a discrepant
row and decide to retain it, while at the same time having acquired
a more complete understanding of the statistical est5ites relative
tothe data.
1.3 ModelingResearch Aims andDiagnostics
Wereiterate here several principal objectives that diagnostics can
serve, from the modeler's perspective, in obtaining a clearer understanding
of regression beyond those obtainable from standard procedures. Some of
these are of recent origin or are relatively neglected and ought to be
more heavily emphasized. The three main modeling goals are detection
of disparate data seents, collinearity, and temporally unstable regression
parameters. It will become clear as this paper proceeds that overlaps
exist among detection procedures,
1.3.1Leverage andDisparate Data
The first goal is the detection of data points that have disproportionate
weight,either because error distributions arepoorly behaved orbecause
the explanatory variables have (multivariate) outliers. In either case
regressionstatistics, coefficients in particular,may beheavily dependent
onsubsets of the data. (This draft is principally concerned with these—7—
S
aspects of diagnosis; the other topics are of equal importance. At this
stageof our research we are coming to a better understanding of the
scope of regression diagnostics andweshall rely heavily on the work
of othersin describing these other methods.)
1.3.2 Collinearity
Whileexact linear dependencies are rare among explanatory variables
apart from incorrect problem formulation, the occurance of near dependencies
arises (alltoo) frequently in practice. While some collinearity can be
moderated by appropriate rescaling, in manyinstancesill-conditioning
remains. There are two separate issues, diagnosis andtreatment.Since,
ourmain purpose isdiagnosis, we are not presently concerned with what
todo about it, except to note thatthe morecollinear the data, the
more prior information needs to be incorporated.
Collinearity diagnosis is experimental too, but the most satisfactory
treabnentweknow of hasbeenproposed by David Beisley [2],who builds
on earlier work of Silvey [3].By exploiting a technique of numerical
analystscalled the singularvaluedecomposition, it is possible to
obtain anindex of ill-conditioning and relate this to a decomposition
of the estimated coefficient variances. This relation enables the
investigator to locate which columns of the explanatory variable matrix,
associated with the index of collinearity, contribute strongly to each
coefficient variance. By thus joining Silvey's decomposition of the
covariance matrix to numerical measures of ill-conditioning, economists
now have an experimental diagncstic tool thatenablesan assessment of which
columns of the data matrixareprime sources of degradation in estimated
coefficient variances.—8—
S
1.3.3Regression ParameterVariability in Time
Athird majorgoalis the detection of systematic parameter variation
intime. Manystatistical models assume thatthereexist constant but
unobservableparameters to be estimated. In practice,econometricians
often find this assumption invalid, Suspicions that there are more than
one set of population parameters can be aroused for a largenumber of
reasons: the occurance of an external shock that might be expected to
modify behavior significantly (a war, hyperinflation, price-wage controls,
etc.) is one possibility. Another is that a poorly specified relation might
exclude important variables which change abruptly. There is always the
possibility that aggregation weights []maychangeover time andthereby
introduce variability in macroparameterseven when microparametersare stahl e.
An argument has been made by Lucas [23] that anticipated changesin government
policywill cause modifications in underlying behavior. Finally the parameters
may follow a random process and thus be inherentlyvariable. When discrete
changes in parameters are suspected, and the sub-divisionsof data where this
occurs is identifiable from outside information, the analysisof covariance in
the form discussed in Gregory Chow [5] or Franklin Fisher [6]is an appropriate
diagnostic that has beenfrequently applied. When the breakpoint of points have
to be estimated, maximum likelihood estimators proposed by Quandtand Goldfeld
.7][8] are available.
An alternative diagnosticprocedure hasrecently been suggested by
Brown, Durhin and Fvans [9]. They have designedtwotest statistics with
a time series orientation.From a regression formed by cumulatively adding
new observations to an initialsubsetof the data, one-step ahead
predictions aregenerated.Boththeassociated cumulated recursive lebidual s—9—
and their stuns of squares have well-behaved distributions on the null
hypothesis of parameter constancy.
1.Notation
Weuse the following notation:
Population Pegression Estimated Regression
YX+r
Y : nxl columnvectorfor dependent variable same
X : nxp matrix of explanatory variables same
pxlcohutu vector of regression coefficients : estte of









Othernotationis either obvious or will be introduced in a specific




At this stage in the development of diagnostic regression procedures,
weturntoanalysis of the structure of the X matrixthrough perturbation ofits
rows. In the usual case, the X's are assumedto be a matrix of fixed numbers
and the matrix to have full column rank. Otherwise, statistical theory
suggests we ought to have little interest in the X matrix, except when
exper:imental design considerations enter. In actual practice, researchers
paya great deal of attention to explanatory variables, especiallyin initial
investigatorystages.Even when data are experimentally generated,
peculiarities in the data can impact subsequent analysis, but when data
are non-experimental, the possibilities for unusual data to influence
estimation is typically greater,
To be more precise, one is often concerned that subsets of the data,
i.e., one or more rows of the X matrix and associated Y's might have a
disproportionate influence on the estimated parameters or predictions.
If, for example, the task at hand is estimating the mean arid standard
deviationof a univariatedistribution, exploration of thedata will
oftenreveal outliers, skewness or multimodal distributions. Any one of
thesemight cast suspicion on the data or the appropriateness of the
mean andstandarddeviation as measures of location andvariability.
The original model mayalsobequestioned and transformationsof the
originaldata consistent with an alternative model may be suggested, for
instance. In the morecomplicatedmultiple regression context, it is corrTnon
practice to look at the univariate distribution of each column of X as well
as Y, to see if any oddities (outliers orgaps) strike the eye. Scatter— 11-
diagramsare also examined. While there are clear benefits from sorting
out peculiar observations in this way, diagnostics of this type cannot
detect multivariate discrepant observations. That wea)-iess is what we
hope to remedy.
The benefits from isolating sub-sets of the data that might disproportion-
ately impact the estimated parameters areclear,but the sources of
discrepancy arediverse.First, there is the inevitable occurance of
improperly recorded data, either at the source or in transcription to
computer readable form, Second, observational errors are often inherent
inthe data. While more appropriate estimation procedures than least squares
ought to be used, the diagnostics we propose below may reveal the unsuspected
existance or severity of observational errors. Third, outlying data points
may contain valuable information that will improve estimation efficiency.
We all seek the "crucial experiment", which may provide indispensible
information and its counterpart can be incorporated in non-experimental
data. Even in this situation, however, it isconstructive to isolate
extremepoints that indicate how much the parameter estimates lean on these
desirable data. Fourth, patterns may emerge from the data that lead to
a reconsideration and alteration of the initial model in lieu of suppressing
or modifying the anomolous data.
Before describing multivaria-te diagnostics, a brief two dimensional
graphic preview will indicate what sort of interesting situations might
be subject to detection. We begin by an examination of Figure 1,which
portrays the ideal null case of uniformly distributed and, to avoid statistical
connotations, what might be called evenly distributed X. If the variance of
X is small, estimates of will be unreliable, hut in these circumstances— 12— .
standardtest statistics contain the necessary information,
In Figure 2, the point o is anomolous, but since it occurs nearthe
meanof X, no adverse leverage effects are inflicted on the slope estimate
although the intercept will be affected. The source of this discrepant
observation might be in X, Y or c, If the latter, it could be indicative
of heteroscedas-ticity or thick-tailed error distributions; clearly more
such points are needed to analyze those problems further, but isolating
the single point is constructive.
Figure 3 illustrates an instance of leverage where a gap arises
between the main body of data and the outlier, While it constitutes a
disproportionate amount of weight in the determination of ,itmight
be that benign third source of leverage mentioned above which supplies
crucially useful information. Figureis a more troublesome configuration
that can arise in practice. In this situation the estted regression
slope is almost wholly determined by the extreme point. In its absence,
the slope might be almost any-thing. Unless the extreme point is a crucial
and valid piece of evidence (which of course depends on the research
context), the researcher is likely to be highly suspicious of the estimate.
Given the gap and configuration of the main body of data, the estiiite
surely has less than n-2 degrees of freedom; in fact it might appear that
there are effectively two data points altogether, not n.
Finally, the leverage displayed in Figure 5 is a potential source of
concern since o and/or • will heavily influencebut differently than the
remaining data. Here is a case where deletion of data, perhaps less






















Traditionally the examination of functions of the residuals,
y. -y.,and especiallylarge residuals, hasbeenused to provide
indications of suspect data thatin turn may unduly affectregression
results.It is best to have a scalar covariance matrix, so that
detection of heteroscedasticity or autocorrelation (and later on, eliminating
them) is desirable.
Approximate normality is another desirable property in terms of estimation
efficiency and the ability to test hypotheses. Harmful departures from nonility
include pronounced skewness, multiple modes arid thick-tailed error distributions.
Even moderate departures from normality can noticeably impair estimation
efficiency. At the same time, large outliers in error space will often be
associated with modest—sized residuals in least squares estimates since the
squared error criterion heavily weights extreme values.
It will often be difficult in practice to distinguish between
heteroscedasticity and thick—tailed error distributions; to observe the
former, a number of dependent variable values must be associated with
(at least) several given configurations of explanatory variables. Otherwise,
a few large residual outliers could have been generated by a thick-tailed
error distribution or franents from a heteroscedastic distribution.
Relevant diagnostics have three aspects, two of which examine the
residuals and the third involving a change in error distribution assumptions.
The first is simply a frequency distribution of the residuals. If there
is evident visual skewness, multiple rrdes or a heavy tailed distribution,
the graph will prove infonmative. It is interesting to note that econaiiists
often look at time plots of residuals but seldczn at their frequency distrikution.-15-
The second is the normal probability plot, which displays the cumula-
tive normal distribution as a straight line whose slope measures the standard
deviationarid whose intercept reflects the mean. Thus departures from
normality of the cumulative residual plot will show up in noticeable departures
from astraight line. Outliers will appear inunediately at either endof the
cumulativedistribution.
Finally, Denby andMallows[17] andWelsch[18] have suggested plotting
the estimated coefficients andresidualsas the errordensityor, equivalently,
as the loss function (negative logarithm of the density) is changed.One




whichgoes from least-squares (cx) to least absolute residuals (c0). This
approach is attractive because of its relation to robust estimation [1], but
requires considerable computation.
For diagnostic use the residuals can be modified inways that will
enhance our ability to detect problem data. We firstnote that the
donot have equal variances because if we let H X(XTX)1XT, then
E[(YY)(YY)T] E[(IH)YYT(I_H)T]
(I-H) E(YYT)(I_H)a2(I-H)
since (I-H)2I—H and (I-H)X0. (See Theil [10] and Hoaglin and Welsch [13]
for a more detailed discussion.) Thus
var(r.)
2(ib) (2.2.1)
whereh1 is the diagonal element of H.-16-
.
Consequentlya number of authors 111] have suggested that instead
ofstudying r., we should use the standardized residuals
r./s (2.2.2)
where S2isthe estimated error variance.
For diagnostic purposes we might want togo furtherand ask
aboutthe size of the residual corresponding toy when data point i has
been omitted from the fit, since this corresponds to a simple
pertutation of the data. That is, we base the fit on the remaining
n—idata points and then predict the value for y1. This residualis
yl -x
andhas been studied in a different context by Allen [12].Similarly
s2. is the estimated error variance for the "not i" fit, and the (1) _______________________
standard deviation of is estimated by 5(i)/i + x1(X1)X(1))x




(i) i (1) (1) i
Since the numerator and denominator in (2.2.4) are independent,
r1has atdistributionwith n-p--l degreees of freedom. Thus
we canreadilyassess the significance of any singlestudentizedresidual.
(Ofcourse,raridrwillnot be independent.) Perhaps even more
useful for our purposes is the fact that
r1/(s(1)v'1_h1) (2.2.5)-17—
and
2 2 1 226 (fl—P—l)S()(n—p)s —
I—F;:
These results are provedeasilybyusing the matrixidentitiesin Appendix 1.
Tberefore we think that a goodway to examine residuals is
tolook at the studentized residuals, both becausethey have equal
variances and because they areeasilyrelated to the t-distribution.
However this does not tell the whole story, since some of themost
influential data points can have relatively small studentizedresiduals
(and very small r1).







where(1) denotes an estimate obtained by removing the row
(data point)fromthe computation. Thus the residuals arerelatedto the
change in the least-square estimate caused by deleting one row. But each contains
different informationsincelarge values of J- canbeassociated
with small fr.aridviceversa. Therefore we are lead to consider row
deletion as an importantdiagnostictool, to be treated on at least an
equal footing with the analysis of residuals.
Formultivariate linear regression (2.2.8) becomes
-(i) (XTX)_l xTr./(l_h.) (2.2.9)— 18—
S
wherethe h. arethediagonal elements of H, the least-squares
proj ection matrix definedearlier. We will call this the "hat"matrixsince
1
HYY (2.2.10)
Clearlythe hat matrix plays a crucial role not only in the studentized
residuals but also in row deletion and other diagnostic tools. We now develop some
inportant resUlts (based on the discussion in Hoaglin and Welsch [13]) relating to
thismatrix.
2.3 The Hat Matrix
GeometricallyY is the projection of Y onto the p-dimensional
subspace of n-space spanned by the columns of X. The element h.. of H
1]
hasa direct interpretation as the amountofleverage or influence exerted
by y. Thus a look at the hatmatrixcanrevealsensitive points
in theX space, points at which the value of y has a large impact
onthe fit.
The influence of the response valuey on the fit is most directly
reflected in its leverage on the corresponding fitted valuey, and
this is precisely the infonnation contained in h1, the corresponding
diagonalelement of the hat matrix. When there are two or fewer explaiiatory
variables scatter plots will quickly reveal any x-outliers, arid itis
not hard to verify that they have relatively large h values. When
p >2,scatter plots may not reveal "multivariate outliers," which are
separated in p-space from the hulk of the x—points but do not appear as
outliers in a plot of any single explanatory variable or pair of them— 19-
yetwill be revealed by an examination of H.Lookingat the diagonal
elements of H is not absolutely conclusive but provides a basicstarting
point. Even if there were no hidden multivariate outliers, computing
and examiningH (especially the h) is usually less trouble than
lookingat all possible scatter plots.
Asa projection matrix, H is syiiunetric and idempotent (H2H).
Thus we can write
2 h..E h..h. +h?. (2.3.1) ' ii
and itis clearthat 0￿ h.. ￿ 1. These limits areusefulin 11
understandingand iterpretinghj(Eh1),but they do riot yet tell us
when h1 is "large". It is easy to show, however, thattheeigenvalues
of a proj ection matrix areeither0 or 1and that theninberofnon-zero
elgenvalues is equal to the rankofthe matrix.Inthis case rank(H)




The average size of a diagonal element, then, is p/n. If wewere designing
anexperiment a desirable goal would be to have all the data points be about
equallyinfluential or all h1 nearlyequal. Since the X data is given
tous and we cannotdesign our experimentto keep the h1equal,we will follow [13]
andsay thath1 isa leverage pointifh1 >2pm.We shall see later that
leveragepoints can hebothharmfuland helpful. S—20— .
Thequantity2pmhasworkedwell in practice andthereis some
theoretical justification for its use. When the explanatory variablesare
multivariate Gaussian it is possible to canpute the exact distributionof
certainfunctions of the h. Let )( denotethenx(p_l) matrix obtained by
centering the explanatory variables.Now
Y-Hy_Vy (2.3.3)
andthus the diagonal elements of the centered hat matrixare
h. — . (2.3.1-i)
th LetX(i)denote X with the irow removed and X(.) denote the centered







Using (Al.l ) and (2.3.5)
h.1l+y
n-i2 — ---1 T where y(—)(x.—x(.))(X(.)X()) (x1—x(.))





-l —T a(x1-x(1)) (X(.)X(.)) (X..-X(.))
Thedistribution of (n-2)a is well knownsinceit is the Mahalanobis
distance between observation i and the mean of theremaining observations
[19,p.'480].Thus
n(p-i) F . (2.3.7) (n-U(n-p)p—l,n-p









h.-l/n 1 a ELF (2.3.8)
1-h1 n n-pp-i,n-p








which is approximated by 2pm.—22— .
Fromequation(2.3.1) we canseethatwheneverh 0 or 1,
we haveh.. 0for all ji. Thesetwoextreme cases can beinterpreted
asfollows. If h 0, then y. mustbefixed at zero-itis not affected
by y or by anyother A pointwithx. 0 when the model is a
straightline through the origin provides a simple example.
Whenh11, wehave ;y1-themodel alwaysfits this data
value exactly. This is equivalent to saying that,insome coordinate
system,one parameter is determined completelyby y or, in effect, dedicated
toone data point. The following theorems are proved in appendix 3.
Theorem: If h11, there exists a nonsingular transformation, T
such that the least-squares estimates of aThave the following
properties:a1 y and{a}2
do not depend on y1.
Theorem: If X is nonsingular,then
det(XT.X .) (1-h.) det(XTX) . (2.3.10)
Ci)(i)i
Clearly when h 1 the new matrix X(1) formed by deleting a row issingular
and we cannot obtain the usual least-squares estimates. This isextreme
leverage and does not often occur inpractice.
.—23—
To complete ourdiscussionof the hatmatrix wegive a few simple
examples. For the sample mean all elements of H are1/n .Here
p=1and each h =p/n,the perfectly balanced case.
For a straight line through the origin
h..x.x.IE (2.3.11)
n
and clearly E h1 p 1.
i=l
Simplelinear regression is slightly more complicated but a few






and h.2. We can see from (2.3.12) how x-values farfran xwill
i=l
leadto large values of h. It is this ideain themultivariatecase
that we attempt to capture by lookingat elements of the hat matrix.
2.' Row Deletion Diagnostics
We nowreturn to the basic formula
- (XX)x r1/(l-h1). (2..l)




wherewe have replaced s byS()inorder to make the denominator stochastically
independent of the numerator in the Gaussian case. To provide a
surrmary of the relative coefficient changes we suggest
NDFBTS1 \/jl DFBrAS . (2..3)
The term has been incorporated to make NDFBAS more comparable across
data sets which mayhavedifferent values of p andn.This normalizing









Sincethe average value of h1p/n, a rough average value for h1/(l-h1)
is p/(n-p). Clearly (2.L.3) could be modified to reflect the fact that
some coefficients may be more important than others to the model builder
(e.g., including only the mainestimatesof interest).











For across data set nonializatjon
we will multiply by v'P/p to obtain
/('2E)(h.) 1p 1-h1
A measure similartothis hasbeensuggested by Cook [14].
Clearly DFFITS aridNDFBETAS agreein an orthogonal coordinatesystem.
When orthogonali-ty does not hold these twomeasures provide somewhat different
information. Since we tend to emphasizecoefficients,our preference is for
NDFBETAS. -
Decidingwhen a difference like J( - J orother diagnostic
statistic is large will depend, in part, on how this informationis being
used. For example, large changes in coefficients thatare not of particular
interest might not overly upset the model builder whilea change in an
important coefficient may cause considerable concerneven though the change
issmallrelativeto traditional estimation error.
We have used twoapproachesto measure the size of changes caused by
rowdeletion.The first, called external comparison, generallyuses measures
associated with the quantitywhosechanges are being studied. For example,
the standard error of a particular coefficientwould be used with
(-
Thesecond method, called internal comparison, treats each set of
diagnostic values (e.g., - as a singledataseries
andthen finds, for example, the standard deviation of thisseries as
a measure of relative size. As we have noted, all ofthe diagnostic measures
we have discussed so fararefunctions of r./v'l-h. aridinview of ourdiscussion 1 1
ofstudentized residuals, it is natural to divide thisby 5(i)toachieve a
reasonable scaling before making plots,etc.—26—
.
Once5(.) has been used, the temptation arises to try to perform formal
*
statistical tests because we 1iow the distribution of r. In our opinion
this is not a very promising procedure because it puts too much emphasis
on residuals (although looking at studentized residuals is better than
using the raw residuals). We prefer to use external or internal
comparisonto makedecisions about whichdata pointsdeserve further
attentionexcept, of course, when weare lookingspecifically at the
studentized residuals as we did earlier. Using anyGaussiandistributional
theorydepends on the appropriateness of the Gaussian error distribution -
d tcJ:owe will return toatei
2. 5 ReessionStatiics
Mostusers of statistics realize thatestiirteslike should
havesomemeasure of variabilityassociatedwith them.Itis less
often realized that regression statistics like t, andFshould
alsohethought of as having a variability associated with them.
One way to assess this variability is to examine the effects of row
deletion on these regression statistics. We have focused on three:
ATSTAT. 1 -/ I
s.e.() s.e.((.)).
AFSTAT F(afl 0)-F(.)(ali 0)
•—27—
Again W(:shouldask when a difference is large enoughtomerit attention.
For ex-ten-ial comparison we would compare to the standard deviation of









However, we tend to view internal comparison as more appropriate for
regression statistics.
Studying the changes in regression statistics is a good second order
diagnostic tool because if a row appears to he overly influential on
other grounds, anexamination of the regression statistics will show
ifthe conclusions of hypothesis testing would be affected.
There is, of course, room for misuse of this procedure. Data points
could he removed solely on the basis of their ability (when removed) to
increase F2 or some other measure. While this danger exists we feel
that it is often offset by the ability to study changes in regression statistics
caused by row deletion. Again we want to emphasize that changes in
regression statistics should not be used as aprinary diagnostic tool.—28—
S
2.6Influence and Variance Decomposition
We now wouldliketo consider perturbingour assumptionsin a new
way.Consider thestandard regression model (1.4) butwithvar(c)
replaced by a2/w1 for just the i data point. In words, we are
perturhing the homoscedasticity assumption for this one data point.
In appendix 2 we show that
T -iT
CXX) x.r. ___ 11
w.1 (l-(l-w.)h.)
and it follows that
W. T1T CX X) x.r (2.6.2)
1
T
____ (XX) x.r.ii Ci) w. (2.6.3) 1 2 1-h. w.0 (1—h.) 1 1 1
Equation(2.6.2) tells us about infinitesimal changes in caused by small
changes in w1 about the value 1 and similarly for (2.6.3). From the mean value
theorem we know that
(2.6.4)
where 5 is between0and 1. Any one of (2.6.2), (2.6.3) or (2.6.4) can be used
for diagnostic purposes. We have chosen to emphasize becauseof its
intuitive appeal and the fact that it is a compromise between (2.6.2) and (2.6.3).—29—
Formula (2.6.2) canalsobe considered as a function which represents the
influenceof the 1th data point and can be linked tothe theory of robust









thenin appendix 2 we show that
r m 11
.2__IsL(XWX) w. Lw - 1 1 w.-11
2r.T 1 2 1T T —(XX)
—sCxx)x.x1(X X)
. (2.6.7)







as the scaled infinitesimal change in the variance of j. As a suniiiaxy measure
overall of the coefficients we use
p
NDBVARS. a•zBVARS.. . (2.6.9) 1pjl 1]
wherethe n/p term is used to improve comparability across data sets.—30--
.
Ifwe used row deletion instead of derivatives, our basicmeasure
wouldbe
2 T' 2T -l









IDFBVARS.. . (2.6.11) 1jl
13
The. measuresso fardiscussedin this section include both the explanatory
variables andtheresponse. If we wish to examine the X-matrix only, the second,
partof(2.6.8) provides a goodwayto do this. We notice that
rT T-l T -1









NBErAVRD.= EBETAVPD.. 1 13
Thesemeasures providea way to decompose the cross products matrix with respect
to the individual observations.






NBFTAVRD. h. 1 1
Since h has a strong intuitiveappeal it may be a better suJrniry value even
when orthogonality does not hold. We have chosennot to multiply NBFTAVRD
byn/p (the average value for hi), so it is not usefulacross data sets.
If we examine the formula for DFBVARS wesee thatthisquality could
be positive or negative. As we mightexpect, in some cases downweighting a
da.ta point caninproveourestimateof the variance of a coefficient. (Down—
weightingcorresponds to placing a minus sign infront of DFBVARS.) One of
thebest ways to examine the tradeoffs of DFBETAS arid DFBVARS (orBFTAVRD)
is to make a scatter plot. A highleverage point with small values of DFBETAS
may be a "good" observation because it is helping to reduce the variance of
certaincoefficients. The setting aside of all highleverage points is
generally not an efficient procedure because it fails to takeaccount of the
response data.
2.7 More Than One Row at a Tfrie
Itis natural toask if there might be groups of leverage pointsthat
weare failing to diagnose because we are only looking atone rowat a time.
Thereare easilyconstructed examples wherethiscan happen.
Oneapproach is to proceed sequentially -removethe"worst" leverage
point(based perhaps on both NDFBLTAS andNBETAVRD), reexamine the diagnostic
measures arid remove thenext"worst" observation, etc.This does not fully—32—
cope withtheproblem of groups of leverage pointsand justas stepwise
regressioncan be troublesome, so can sequential row deletion.
Astraightforward induction argumentshowsthat




where H is the hat matrix for all of the data, h. (k1,. .. ,kt)denotes the
hat matrix for a regression with rows k1,.. .kt removed and the subscripts on I-H
denote a suiatrix formed by taking those rows and columns of I-H.
Even though all of these differences are based on H, multiple rowdeletion
will involve large amounts of computation. It is instructive to note that





The term cor (rI,rk) also appears when more rows are deleted and, in place of
looking at all possible subsets of rows, an examination of the correlation matrix
of the residuals for large correlations has provided useful clues to groups of
leverage points. This requires )iowing the off-diagonal values of H and -therefore
increases computational cost and perhaps storage requirements.—33—
2.8 Interface with Robust andRidgeRegression
It is natural to ask howtheabove diagnostics could or should be
used with some of the newer estimation methods like robust aridridge regression.
Thefirst question is whether we should do diagnostics or robustor ridge
first.There is no clear answer, but some sort of iterative procedure is
probably called for.
However, it is possible to perform regression diagnostics after using
eithera robust procedure or a ridge procedure. In the robust case we can
makeuseof weights
p' (2.8.1)
where P is the robustlossfunction, R aretherobust estimates of and
SR is a robust estimate of the scale of the residuals, y1-x1 (A canpiete
discussion of weights is contained in [20].) We now imdify the data by forming
a diagonal matrix of weights, W, and using AiY,Aix. Thisrevised data is
then the input to regression diagnostics. If the robust estimation procedure
has beenallowed to converge
A T
(XWX)XWY
willbe close toand our procedures will accurately reflect what would happen
tolocally. Of course they do not reflect what would happen if a data point
were deleted and then robust estimation applied.
Theridge estimator [21] is given by
RD (XTXtkI)xTy• (2.8.2)
There are manygeneralizations butmost will fit into the following frame-
work. We assume that k has beenchosen by sane means suchas those listed—34—
in[21]. Thenwe form
rxl
x II, Y:j AIv•i A
L P<PJ LP
where is a pxl vector of zeros (prior values tines vinmore general cases).
So we now have "new" data XA andAwith nxp rows. Clearly
-(T T -
XAXA XA A • (2.8.3)
We now perform regression diagnostics usingXA andAWhen we delete a
rowwithindex n+j>n,it is equivalent to saying we do not wantto "shrink"
that parameter estimatetowardzero (or its prior). In the Bayesian context
droppingsuch a row is like setting the prior precision ofto zero.
Plots of DFBETAS would then show the effects of such a process by looking
at those DFBFTAS values for index greater than n.
We can do sane diagnostics to decide if a ridge estimator is warTanted.
If we differentiate (2.8.2) with respect to k, then
3RD T -1
3k (X X +kI) (2.8.4)
and
RD T-1
(X X) (2.8.5) 3ko
Thus(2.8.5) provides infoniation about infinitesimalcharges about kO.
IfxTxwere diagonal then(2.8.5) hasccmponents j/X where A. arethe
elgenvalues.So largeand/or A small would lead to a large value of
thederivative. Since the ridge estimator depends heavily on the scaling
oftheexplanatoryvariables,so does (2.8.Li.)andwe recorimend scaling before
using thisdiagnostic measure.—35—
When diagnostics have been canpleted a few observations ny be suspect.
The rows can then be set aside and a new robust or ridge estimate caiiputed.
Diagnostics can -then be applied again. There are obvious limits of time and
money but we think that to passes through this process will often be r'th-
while.—36—
2.9 An Example: An Inter-Country LifeCycleSavings Function
Arlie Sterling of NIT has made available to us. data he has
collected on fifty countries in order to undertake a cross-sectional
study of the life cycle saving hypothesis. The savings ratio
(aggregate personal saving divided by disposal incane) is explained
by percapita disposable income, the percentage rate of change in per
capita disposable income andtwo populationvariables: per centless
that15 years old and per cent over 75 years old. The data are averaged
over the decade 1960-1970 to remove the business cycle or other short-term
fluctuations.
According to the life cycle hypothesis, savings rates should be
negatively affected if non-members of the labor force constitute a large
part of the population. Income is not expected to be important since
age distribution and the rate of income growth constitute the core of








SR1 the average aggregate personal savings rate in
country ifrom1960-1970
POP15. =theaverage % of the population under 15 years
of age from 1960-1970
P0P751
=theaverage % of the population over 75years of agefrom 1960-1970
INC1 the average level of realper capitadisposable
incomein country Ifrom1960-1970 measured in
U.S. dollars
INCROi the average % growth rateof INC.from
1960—1970.
A full list of countries, together with their numericaldesignation,
appears in Exhibit 1, and the data are in Exhibit 2. It is evident that
a wide geographic area and span of economic developnentare included. It is
alsoplausible to suppose that the qualityofthe underlyingdatais
highlyvariable. With these obviouscaveats, the LS estimates of (2.9.1)
areshown in Exhibit 3.To coliment briefly, the R2 is not uncharacteristically
lowforcross-sections, the population variables have correct negative signs -
COEF3 hasasmall t statistic but COEF 2 does not -incomeisstatistically
insignificant, while income growthreflectedinCOEF 5 issignificant at
the5 per cent level arid has a positive influence on the savings rate
as it should. Broadly speaking, these results areconsistent with the
lifecycle hypothesis.
The remainder of this section will be a guided tour throughsome
of the diagnosticsdiscussedpreviously. The computations were performed
usingSENSSYS (acronym for sensitivity system), a ThOLL experimentalsubsystem
for regression diagnostics. Orthogonaldecompositions are usedin the
least-squaresregression computations and this makes itpossibletoget all
ofthe diagnostic measures in addition to the usual LS results in lessthan
twice the computer time for theLSresults alone.—38—
David Jones and Steve Peters of the NBERComputerResearch Centerhave
programmed SENSSYS.Both have actively participated in analytical and
empiricalaspects of the research.
Only aselection of plots and diagnosticswill be shown for tworeasons.
One is that to provide the full battery of plots would be excessively tedious;
however, the missing plots and tables are readilyobtainable. The other
reasonis that we found these diagnostics to be among the ircre instructive
from examinationof this andseveral other problems.
2.9.1Residuals
Thefirst plot,Exhibit'+,isa normal probability plot.Departure from
afitted line (which represents a particular Gaussian distribution with mean
equal to the intercept and standard deviation equal to the slope) is not sub-
stantial in the main body of the data for these studentized residuals, but
Zambia (46) is an extreme residual which departs fran the line. Different
information, an index plot of the r1, appears in Exhibit 5 which reveals not
only Zambia, but possibly Chile (7) as well to be an outlier; each exceeds
2.5 tines the standard error.
2.9.2Leverageand DiagonalHatMatrix Entries
Exhibit 6plots the h which, as diagnonalsofthe hat matrix, are indicative
of leverage points.Mostof the h aresmall, buttwostand outsharply:Libya
(49) and the United States (44). Two others, Japan (23) arid Ireland (21) exceed
the 2pm .20 criterion (which happens to be equal to the 95% significance level
based on the F distribution), but just barely. Deciding whether or not leverage
is potentially detrinentaldepends onwhat happens elsewhere in the diagnostic
analysis, although itshould be recalled that it is values nearunity that pose
the most severe problems, which hasnothappenedhere.—39—
2.9.3 CoefficientPerturbation
Anoverviewofthe effectsof individual row deletion(see Exhibit7)
isbased on(2Li..3)NDFBETAS, the square root of the scaled sum of the squared
differences between the full data set and row deleted coefficients. The measure
used is scaled approximately as the t distribution so that values greater than 2
are a potential source of concern. T countries that also showed up as possible
high leveragecandidates, Libya (49) andJapan (23),also seemtohavea heavy
influenceon the coefficients while Ireland(21),a marginalhigh leveragecandidate,
is also a marginalcandidatefor influencingcoefficientbehavior. Individual plots
of DFBEI'AS(2.L1. 2)follow next,fran whichthe following table hasbeenconstncted
based on an examination of Exhibits8-11.
Noticeably Large Effects on from RowDeletion
Population<15 Population >75 Income IncneGrowth
Japan(23) Ireland(21) Libya (49)
Japan(23) Japan (23)
The countries thatstandout intheindividual coefficients are perhaps,
notsurprisingly, the two that appeared in the overall measure. Ireland, in
addition, appears once. Except on the incane variable, the comparatively large
values are just about one LS standard error for each particular coefficient.
2.9.4 Variation in Coefficient Standard E'rors
Exhibit 12 is a surruliary measure of coefficient standard error variations
asa consequence of row deletions, designated as NDFBVARS in (2.6.9). Since
these standard errors involve both error variance and elements from (XTX) 1,0—
large values indicate simultaneous or individual extremes in residuals or










Oftheseseven countries, sixappearedpreviously, while the only new
candidateis Southern Rhodesia. Libya had both high leverage and large
coefficient changes, Ireland andJapanhadnoticeablecoefficient changes,
while Chileand Zambia possess large residuals. Thus this particular
diagnostic mayhavesome use as a comprehensive measure.
Plotsfor percent changes in the individual coefficient standard
errorsare shown in Exhibits 13-16. Large individual changes (here taken to
be in excess of 25%) appear for the United States with a 7% change for
the income variable, while the deletion of Libya increases the standard error
for the same variable by nearly 85%.
2.9.5 Change in Fit
Thestandardized change in fit, DFFITS(2..6), with a row deleted,
while sjmi1ar in algebraic structure to coefficient change, conveys somewhat
different infonition of general interest with specific applications in a tine
series context. DFFITS can be viewed in some theoretical cases as having a
t distribution so that extremes of concern show up for values in excess of 2.S
InExhibit 17 three countries that surfaced previously reappear:
Japan (23), Zambia (6) and Libya (149). When coefficient changes—41—
alone are considered as shown in Exhibit7, Zambia did not appear, while
Ireland(21)did. Thus somewhatdifferentinformation is contained in each.
2.9.6A Provisional Sunmary
Itis now desinable to bringtogetherthe information thathas been
assembledthus far,tosee whatitall adds up to. Oneusefulsunnai-yplot
is shown in Exhibit 18, which plots thesunuiarymeasure of- NDFBETAS
againstthe correspondinghatmatrix diagonal,h.
The first point whichemergesisthatJapan (23)andLibya(49) have
both high leverage and a significantinfluenceon the estimated parameters.
This isreason enoughtoview them as serious problems. (Aftertheanalysis
hadreached this point,wewere informed by Arlie Sterling that a data error
had been discovered for Japan.When corrected, hetells us thatthe revised
datais more similartothe majority of countries.Thesediagnostics have
thus "proventheirworth" in baddata detectionin a modest way. Second,
Ireland is an in-betweencase,with moderately large leverage andasomewhat
disproportionate impact on the coefficient estimates.
Third, the UnitedStateshashigh leveragecombined with only meager
differential effect on the estijmted coefficients.Thus leverage in this
instance can be viewed as neutral or beneficial.It is important to note
thatnotall leverage points cause large changes in .
Exhibit19plots the suninaryofcoefficient change, NDFBETASagainst
the studen-tized residuals aridvisuallydrives home the pointthatlarge
residuals do not necessarily coincide withlarge changes in coefficients; all of
the large changes incoefficientsare associated with standardized residuals
less than2. Thus residual analysis alone is nota sufficient diagnostic tool.Another summary plot, that of change in coefficient standard error,
NDFBVARS against leverage as measured by h in Exhibit 20 indicates the
close anticipatedassociation between leverage and estimated parameter
variability.This is clearly shown by the diagonal line composed of (21) Ireland,
(23) Japan, (1-i4) United States and (9)Libya. But residuals also canhave
alarge arid separate influence, as evidenced by the low leverage, high
standard error changes for (7)Chile and (46) Zambia.
H
A final summary plot, Exhibit 21 of NDFBFI'AS against NDFBVARS, is revealing
in that all of the points noted outside the cutoff points(3,2)have been
spottedin the previous diagnostics as worth another look for one reason or
another. Thus about 15% of the observations have been flagged, not an
excessive fraction for many data sets.
2.9.7 One Further Step
Since Libya (L9)isclearly an extremeand probablydeleterious influence
on the original regression, a reasonable next step is to eliminate it to find
out whether its presence hasmaskedother problems or not. Exhibit 22 plots
the h when Libya (9) hasbeenexcluded in the data set. There is only one
noticeable difference since Ireland (21), Japan (23) and the United States (t4)
remainhigh leverage points. Southeri Rhodesia (37) now appears as a
marginally significant leverage point, whereas it had previously been just
below the cutoff. The only really new fact is that Jamaica ('+7) now appears
as a prominent leverage point.
Jamaicahas furthermore now become a source of parameter influence which
is perhaps most effectively observed in the recalculation of scaled parameter
changes, NDFBETAS, in Exhibit 23 which reveals Jamaica as the single largest
sourceof overall coefficient variation._L1.3_
Thisillustrates the proposition that perverse extreme points can mask the
impact ofstill other perverse points. Yet the original analysis did
containmost ofthe pertinentinformationabout exceptional data behavior.
Thecorrelation matrix ofthe residuals discussed in Section 2.7 provided
aclue, since thesquaredcorrelation between (47) and (49) was .173,
thehightest value. It is nevertheless a prudentstepto reanalyze the data
withsuspect points removed, to ascertain whether one or more extreme or
suspect data points have obscured or dominated others.
2.10FinalComments
Thequestion naturallyarises asto whether the approachwehave taken
in detection of outliers is more effective than simply examining each
individual column of the data tolook for detached observations. We believe
the answer is yes. Detached outliersdid appear incolumn 5 (INGRO) of the
X matrixforLibya (49) and Jamaica (47), butnotelsewhere. Libya, of
course, was "the villain of the piece" in the prior analysis. But leverage
points for minerous other countries were revealed by row deletion diagnostics,
while Jamaica, as matters turned out, was not a particularly troublesome data
point. In addition we discussed how various leverage points affected our
output -coefficients,fit, or both. So we conclude at this early stage of
ourinvestigation,that these new procedures have merit inuncoveringdiscrepant
datathat is not possible with a high degree of confidence by just looking at
the raw data.References
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Appendix 1. BASIC DIFFERENCE FORMULAS
The fundamental difference formulas are known as the Sherman-
Morrison-Woodbury Theorem[19, p. 29].
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by usingthefactthat H annihilates thevector of residualsAi.2
Finally weobtain
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whereand r1 arethe least-squares estimates obtainedwhen w11. Thus




or equivalently (againusing A2.3) •
= (XTWX)4(y-x1 (A2.7)
It is also useful to look at the squared residual error
n 2
SSRWtlw (A2.8)
Using (A2.7) we have
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Thisimplies thatthesumin (A2.9)is zerosothat
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When 1 this is equivalent to
T -l 2T 1T T -l r (X X) —(n—p)s(X X) x1x(XX) (A2.l2)A3.1
Appendix 3. THEOREMSONTHE HATMATRIX
Inthis appendix we for!ially showthatwhen h11 (we can take 1=1
without loss of generality), there exists a nonsingular transfonrtionT,
suchthat (T)1 y anda2,... ,adonot depend on y1. This implies
that, in the transformed coordinate system, the parametera1 has been dedicated
to observation 1.
When h1l we have for the coordinate vector ,0)'
He1





where a is lx(p-1) arid 0 is (p—l)xl. Now let
-a QI
L
withI denoting the(p-1)x(p-1) identity matrix. The transfonition we seek





and the least-squares estimate of the parameter a T1 will have the first
residual,y1-a1, equal to zerosince a2,. ..,&
cannotaffect this residual.
This alsoimplies that&2. .. ,&will not depend on y1.
To prove the second theorem in Section 2.3
det(X(.)TX(.)) (1—h1) det(xTx)
we need first to show that
det(I_uvT)i_vTu
where u andvare column vectors. LetQbean orthononnal matrixsuchthat
Qu !lulle1
(A3.l)
where e1 is the first standardbasisvector. Then
det(I_uvT)det Q[I_uvT] QT
det [I-I lul Ie1vTQT i - I lull
whichis just i_vTu because of (A3 .1). Now
detx .Tx .= det[(I-xTx. (XTX)_l)xTx]
(i)(i) ii
and letting u =x1and V x(XX)completes the proof since x(X X) x±h.
(We are indebted to David Gayforsimplifyingour original proof.)
SA4.l
Appendix 4. DiIBITS FOR SECTION 2.9
Exhibit No. Title
1 Assignments of Row Indices to Countries
2 Data
3 Ordinary Least Squares Regression Results
4 Normal Probability Plot of Studentized Residuals
5 Studentized Residuals
6 Diagonal Elements of the Hat Matrix.
7 NBFBFI'AS: Square Roots of the Sum of Squares of the
Scaled Differences of LS Full Data and Row Removed
Coefficients (DFBETAS)
8 -11 DFBFTAS (for individual coefficients)
12 Summary of Relative Changes inCoefficientStandard
Errors: NDFBVARS
13 -16 Individual Relative Change in Coefficient Standard
Errors:DFBVARS
17 Scaled ChangeinFit
18 Scatter Plot of NDFBEI'AS versus Diagonal Elements of
the Hat Matrix
19 Scatter Plot of NDFBL'TAS versus Studentized Residuals
20 Scatter Plot of NDFBVARS versus Diagonal Elements of
the Hat Matrix
21 Scatter Plot of NDFBETAS versus NDFBVARS
22 Diagonals of Hat Matrix with Observation 49 Removed















































































































































































































































































































V COL 2 COL 3S
EXHIBIT1
POSITION LABEL
I AUSTRALIA
2 AUSTRIA
3 BELGIUM
4 BOLIVIA
5 BRAZIL
6 CANADA
7 CHILE
S CHINACTAIWAN)
9 COLOMBIA
10 COSTA RICA
11 DENMARK
12 ECUADOR
13 FINLAND
14 FRANCE
15 GERMANY F.R.
16 GREECE
17 GUATEMALA
18 HONDURAS
19 ICELAND
20 INDIA
21 IRELAND
2? ITALY
23 JAPAN
S
24 KOREA
25 LUXEMBOURG
26 MALTA
27 NORWAY
28 NETHERLANDS
29 NEW ZEALAND
30 NICARAGUA
31 PANAMA
32 PARAGUAY
33 PERU
34 PHILLIPINES
35 PORTUGAL
36 SOUTH AFRICA
37 SOUTH RHODESIA
38 SPAIN
39 SWEDEN
40 SWITZERLAND
41 TURKEY
42 TUNISIA
43 UNITED KINGDOM
44 UNITED STATES
45 VENEZUELA
46 ZAMBIA
47 JAMAICA
48 URUGUAY
S
LIBYA
50 MALAYSIAU
EXHIBIT 2 CONTINUED
COL 5
AUSTRALIA 2.87
AUSTRIA 3.93
BELGIUM 3.82
BOLIVIA 0.22
BRAZIL 4.56
CANADA 2.43
CHILE 2.67
CHINACTAIWAN) 6.51
COLOMBIA 3.08
COSTA RICA 2,8
DENMARK 3.99
ECUADOR 2.19
FINLAND 4.32
FRANCE 4.52
GERMANY F.R. 3.44
GREECE 6.28
GUATEMALA 1.48
HONDURAS 3.19
ICELAND 1.12
INDIA 1.54
IRELAND 2.99
ITALY 3.54
JAPAN 8.21
KOREA 5.81
LUXEMBOURG 1.57
MALTA 8.12
NORWAY 3.62
NflHERLANDS 7.66
NEW ZEALAND 1.76
NICARAGUA 2.48
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